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An exchange system is a system of feasible subsets of a i?nite set E which is accessible 
(guaranteeing a saturated chain of feasible sets between any two comparable ones), such that 
the maximal feasible subsets of any subset of E form the basis family of some matroid. 
Exchange systems can be characterized as those greedoids all of whose single-element deletions 
are greedoids or as the unique maximal clas,s of greedoids (containing one-element greedoids) 
closed under set-system union (or, equivalently, closed under parallel connection). Other 
operations which may be performed on there systems include erection, series connection, 
minors, lift, and (in special cases) duality. Examples of such systems include such greedoids as 
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basis families of matroids. 
The starting point for this study, as it was for greedoids in the early eighties, is 
to generalize the notion of matroid independence systems, retaining (to some 
degree) their augmentation properties, while relaxing the axiom that every subset 
of an independent set is independent. is way, many more of the problems 
considered in discrete optimization may be included (such as incrementing a 
subtree of a gr&ph) in a theory which pinpoints -when stxctures may be built-u 
using a restricted (local) search but which results in the optimal final o 
It seems to us that the biggest sacrifice which the existing greedoid 
made is the loss of many of the metrically intuitive techniques which construct 
new matroids from old ones. ere is even a problem with the simplest such 
notion: that of deletion @bmatroid), which underlies such mat&l theo;ries as 
Butte-Grothendieck decomposition and obstruction theory (excluded minors). 
Two observations motivated the preseni research. rst, it was noted t 
the same greedoid obstruction which 
forbade deleting larger subsets. 
after single-element deletion, result 
t !iernselves formed a class (called 
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augmentation was too general to permit many matroid constructions and needed 
to be replaced by an axiom which still permitted basis exchange. 
In loose algorithmic terms, among accessible systems (those which can make 
any feasible increase elementwise), matroids are those which give no penalty for 
depth-first searches, while such searches are not necessarily optimal for non- 
matroids. Greedoids demand, more or less, even in this sub-optimal case, that the 
search proceed blindly ahead from one feasible set to one which contains it, 
whereas our systems allow us to occasionally “back up” by one element (not 
necessarily to a feasible subset) so as to exchange it with an element from an 
equicardinal but “better” feasible set. (A more rigorous algorithmic haracteriza- 
tion is left to a future paper.) 
er the following section, where exchange systems are defined (essentially as 
ones in which for every subsystem, its basis family is that of some matroid), we 
explore, in Section 3, which matroid operations may be performed within this 
class. In addition to deletion, it is found that there are direct analogs of matroid 
restriction, series and parallel connection, lift, erection, and matroid union (an 
operation which, like deletion, works characteristically on this class). It should be 
remarked that Oskar Goecke independently noted that the union of a convex 
geometry and a matroid system resulted in a greedoid. Our theory, then, explains 
this phenomenon: both are subclasses of exchange systems, and the construction 
can always be made within this larger class. Truncation, unfortunately, does not 
work for a general exchange system (but we identify the subclass on which it 
does: matroid (basis) systems). We must admit, though, that we have no good 
notion of duality-that most important matroid operation--except in obvious 
cases (full systems of natroid bises and systems of poset ideals). Superficial 
studies, in fact, suggest that no reasonable such theory exists. For more 
complicated and as yet unexplored matroid constructions uch as (characterizing) 
erections and single-elen.ent extensions, nilworth truncation, generalized parallel 
connection, morphisms, etc. there is more reason to hope for success. For 
example, it should be easy to develop a reasonable notion of series-parallel 
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in some other way than by feasible sets. For example, it would characterize 
ange systems among greedoids by adding a rank axiom that: 
fr(A)=r(B)=r(AU ), then, for all Q in A, there is a b in B such that 
uch of a straightforward recasting of our 
usefttl or insightful. 
e identify which of the gredoids viously studied by 
” classes are ear 
sses are systems 
s), a 
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geometries” (systems closed under union). These two latter classes eem to be the 
opposite ends of the “exchange system spectrum”: 
(1) ereas exchange syste a choice betwl2en augmentation and 
exchange, matroid systems always excharige, while convex geometries always 
th matroids and convex geometries enjoy Korte and Lov&‘s interval 
property: the former characteristically without lower bound and the latter 
characteristically without upper bound. 
(3) The two classes only intersect on systems in whit subset is feasible, 
roids are systems in which every deletion can be realized as a 
whereas convex geometries are those in which every (feasible) 
deletion can be realized as a contraction. 
Directions for further research include: 
- Finding matroid generalizations for some of the greedoids based on gr 
we have done for chordal graph shelling and ear decomposition). 
finding other examples of exchange systems. 
- Representation questions: for example, identify which (abstract) convex ge- 
ometries can be represented by a convex subset in Euclidean space (or by an 
oriented matroid). 
- Find the set of excluded minors for some common hereditary classes (such as 
the above-mentioned euclidean convex geometries). 
- Develop a (Tutte-Crothendieck-like) decomposition theory using deletion and 
contraction which, for example, does not make each full greedoid invariant. 
Korte and Lovas introduced gre::doids and many of their stpJctura1 properties 
in [ll j and [K!]. This paper deal L.s with a class of greedoids we call exchange 
systems. In this section, we repeat some basic definitions and facts about matroids 
‘I-_ _ r.rrrarl&& CU‘C 61 LMWlU~ . For more details on greedoids, we refer the reader to [ 111 and 
ji2j. -We also define an CT&BR~~ system. 
A set system on a finite graand sc:t E is a pair C(E) = (E, 9) (or just C), with 
9c2E. e will often utilize a slight abuse of notation and write X E G to mean 
XE~; XUy to mean XU {y) with y& and XCZE; and X-y to mean 
X- {Y)* 
A set system is a matmid if the following axioms hold: 
(Pa) t#l E 9, 
2) X c Y and Y E 9 im 
f X, Y E 9 and IY] > 1x1, then there exists y E 
XCJy E 9. 
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Sets belonging to 9 are called feasible sets (or independent if the system is a 
matroid), and members of 2E - 9 a~ called nowfeasible (or dependent for a 
matroid). A point in E which is in no feasible set is called a loop. FOP any X c E, 
maximal feasible subsets of X are called bases of X (or just bases when X = E). If 
p E E is in every basis of E, p is called an i3thrm.u of 6. 
atroids may also be defined via the following basis axioms: 
t 3 be a family of bases of E satisfying: 
(Bl) S? is non-empty, 
(B2) For bases & St & E 9, Bp & &, 
r all B1, & in 3 and bI E B1, there exists b2 E B2 such that 
(B1-bl)ub2&?. (2 2) . 
The axiom system (Bl , B2, B3) has many equivalent (but apparently stronger) 
versions which will be useful to us later. The reader is referred to [3]. 
Greedoids may 3e defined as a collection of ordered sets, but for our purposes, 
an unordered version is more appropriate, _An accessible set system is a set system 
satisfying the following axiom: 
(A) 9 E 9, and for all X, Y in 9 with X c Y and 1x1 s lY] - 2, there exists 
Z&%uchthatX@!~Y. 
A weaker version of the accessibility axiom (A) is to delete mention of X, 
giving the axiom 
(Gl) # E 9, and, for all Y # +, there exists y E Y such that Y - y e 9. 
If we add to (61) the axiom 
(G2) If X and Y are in 9 with 1 Yl = 1x1 + 1, then there exists y E Y - X such 
that XUy E’S, 
we have a S~QL~IIE that can be shown to be equivalent o the ordered greedoid 
axioms G&G3 given ill [l2], where a set system is defined to be a greedoid if and 
3) hold. Equivalent axiomatizations include (61) and (G2) as 
and (62). In other words, greedoids may be considered direct 
relaxations of matroids. tivated thusly, we refer to (MS) as greedoid 
augmentation. Note that a consequence of greedoid augmentation, p E E is d 
of 6 if and only if it is in no basis. 
r any set system G(E) = (E, S), the restriction G(F) for any E’ c E is 
d?fined by 
(2.3) 
enever G(E) is. Conversely, greedoids 
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CEgwithAE c C and x E E - C, B U x is feasible whenever both A to x 
and C !J x are feasible. 
The runk of a greedoid is the (well-defined) cardinality of a basis of E. (2.4) 
A very important class of greedoids (in fact, along with matraids, one of the 
two prototypes: [8,9]) is the family of convex geometries: or shelling S~~WZUZS. 
ne way to define a convex geometry is as a greedoid for which the interval 
property holds without r bounds (i.e., for all AcB and GEE-B, 
AUXES implies BIJxcz An alternate characterization for this class is a 
greedoid (or even a system which satisfies (Gl)) which is closed under union. 
(Ncte: matroids are those greedoids which have the interva! propertv without e 
lower bounds.) 
Another type of greedoid is a matroid basis system. A matroid bus 
greedoid for which 3$. l= {F: FE 9, IFI = k} satisfies the axioms 
basis family of a matroid for each k. An arbitrary family of matroid bases 
%, %, l l l 9 Sk is a greedoid if and only if 
ii) Mi is a weak map image of Mi+l, and 
(ii) Mi*,, is a weak map image of T for all i, (2.5) 
where is the matroid whose bases are 3$, and r is its matroid dual whose 
bases are complements of the bases of Mi. is a weak map image of M,+* if 
every basis of Mi is contained in a basis of ) 
An alternate way of defining a matroid basis system is by the following axioms 
for a set 
WI) 
(W2) 
system (E, S): 
# E 9, and for all F, F’ in 9 with IFI < iF”i, there exists x E E - Fsuct 
that F U x E 9, and x’ E F’ such that F’ - x’ E 9. 
Every & is a matroid basis family. 
It is easily seen that this system is a greedoid (see Section 4.10). Note that ( 
f4a just says in the induced bipartite graph between consecutive l vels 9k an- V k+i in 
37 . 1p, tlie~e 5s~e no %30~~~2;: ~r”cic~.s. hns bfpa ,A,, LAC...rrrr_ graplj has an &UK++ UC;& WGGII 
XE 3jj and YE 9,‘,+1 whenever Y contains X. call the associated iagram of 
all levels a se diagram. Severai are illustrated in Section 2.9. 
Finally, we d e&x;; ~,fs exchai. = 4ystem. 
An exchange system G(E) = (E, 9) is a set r 
y a;iom 
em satisfying the 
(A) as well as the following exchange axio 
(W For all E’ c E, the maximai feasibie subs~is of E’) S(G(E’))j 
the bases of a matroid. 
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otivated by this definition, we define for a set system G, the hereditary 
re G(E) of G(E) the system with fe;;sible sets {F: F :z F’; F’ E G}. Then 
(EX) is just the statement that G(E’) is a matroid for all E’ c E. 
It is easy to show that exchange systems are greedoids. To prove 
satisfied, let X and Y be in 9 with IXj< jYl, and let I!? =X U Y with 
U Y. Then, II31 2 IYj > 1x1. By (EX) there exists a basis B’ such that 
X s B’ s X U Y and !Bj = IWj. The accessibiiity Axiom (A) then gives that X Uy 
is feasible for some y E Y - X. 
A greedoid G(E) is an exchange system if and only if it satisfies 
(Bug) For ill I;1 and I$ in 5V with II$I = I&I, and for all x E I$ - 4, there exists 
YEF*- ;i”l such CllUC L,,.“. An+ nithm 
(a) 6 U y E 9 (which we call level augmentation), or 
(b) FI - x U y E 9 (tvhich we call level exchange). 
y the above remark, an exchange system is a greedoid. Assume 
IFI1 = I&I, and let E’ = FI U F2. If FI is not maximal in G(E’), then we can 
perform level augmentation; whereas if FI is a basis of G(F), so is ,F$ (king 
#p~~;~!e _er +E== c.r iruOAu8W us LIE Sdme size), and level exchange is just basis exchange. 
Conversely, if G is a greedoid, and FI and F2 are bases of G(E’), then they are 
equicardinal, since G(E’) is a greedoid, and so by (Aug), level exchange must 
d element of the greedoid (and not universalj we use the 
note that the hypothesis of being a greedoid is 
set system $, (a), {b}, (a, 6) obeys (Aug) and (A) 
but is not a greedoid nor, of course, an exchange system. 
e can also characterize xchange systems using a troid equivalent of (EX). 
r any set system G = (E, 9)$ let GEE”] := (F 61 E” 
A set system G = (E, 9) satisfying (A) is an exchange system if 
llE”~EkE, 
The sets in %((G(E’))[E”]) are all equicardinal. 
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e illustrate these va ‘ig. 1) and show they are different giving 
smallest counterexamples. The exchange system SI does ot satisfy the interval 
property (and hence is not a convex geometry) for A = B = (a), C = (a, b), 
and x = c, but is a matroid basis system; whil he exchange system & is a convex 
geometry, but is not a matroid basis system. e note that accessibility cannot be 
replaced by the weaker axiom ( ) even in the esence of either (Aug) or 
( E In set system S3, level xchange holds 9$ and S3, and ieveF 
ikU ntation is satisfied in &. owever, (A) fails for {x) and {x, z, a}, and the 
system is not a greedoid. SYSLW. + ,++ -+-, C (F respectively) is the smallest greedoid (full 
greedoid, resp.) which is not an exchange system. 
An exchange systetii. ~11 for which level augmentation always 
geometry: Consider 4, I$ E 9. It will sufke to she~:v that !$ 
assume without issa by greedoid augmer ! &ion of the smaller set) 
that IFJ = I,Fzl. Since aid F2 IJ ,y are feasi’Me for some 
y E F2 --I$ and some induction, we then have 4 IJ F2 E 9. 
s,: 
s2: 
S,: 
S 4: 
sg 
0<a 
C 
ab\ abc 
bc/ 
> 
bed 
,X- XY - X,VL 
o< 
.I -az -- axz 
0 
ab- abx 
1 abcx, 
ac - acx 
acdx 
pbcdx 
cd ---cdx 
ig 1 i 
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Since exchange systems are greedoids, it is obvious that if (Aug(b)) holds at 
each level, the exchange system is a matroid basis system. 
It should be noted here that any greedoid on a three-element set is an ezchange 
system. (In fact, there are 64 such greedoids in 20 isomorphism classes.) 
As an extension of some of The ideas in [17]. e mention a straightforward 
interpretation of (EX) in terms of the greedy algorithm. Given a ~-system C(E) 
and a weighting function w : E-, W I extend it additively to subsets of E in the 
obvious way. Now, call a subset A c E positive s&feasible if A is a subset of some 
feasible set F E 9 such that w(x) > 0 for all x E B. Our (best-in) greedy algorithm 
augments any positive subfeasible subset A with an element x of highest weight 
such that the augmented subset A U {n} is also positive subfeasible. This 
algorithm will clearly stop precisely when a basis of C(_“‘) is reached ~vhcrc 
P- - (x E E: w(x) > 0). Then standard results in the subject say that this will be 
an optimum po e basis of G(E) if and only if the bases of G(E+) are those of 
some matroid. thus have the following greedy characterization (Proposition 
2.11) with its worst-out dual counterpart. 
TWO remarks should be made, however. First, if the nonpositive weights are 
relatively small (in absolute value), the optSmum feasible set may include negative 
elements and the algorithm will not succeed. Second, the characterization does 
not take accessibility into account and, indeed, ignores the way these optimum 
feasible bases are built-up via feasible subsets. Such problems are addressed in [4] 
where a different class of systems is characterized. 
. If G(E) is an accessible system (or greedoid), then it is an 
exchange system if and only if for all weightings w : E + R 
(G ) r Tkte greedy algorithm (defined above) yields the optimum positive 
feasible set. 
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Both ccntraction and restriction are easily seen to give exbange systems 
whenever G is such a system. 
Often we will utilize the following technique to prove a partfruiar construction 
yields an exchange system for two *----* + EILnange systems G,(E) and G*(E). “we will 
show, for a given binary operator 0‘ (defined on set systems) and subset E’ of I$ 
that 
O(G@‘), G@‘)? - 5(Gl(E j, G(EjjWj (3.1.1) 
(i.e., 0 commutes with restriction), and if we define 
then 0% is well-de&led on basis families and is a known matroid operator, always 
yielding a family of matroid bases whenever SI(G,) and SI(G2) are. 
When 0 is unitary, a similar technique applies. It will then-’ follow that 
sB((O’(G,, G2))(E’)) = BI(O(G@‘), G?(E’))) = ~~MI(G~(~~‘))> -%(G$?‘))), sn=! -- . 
that the Mter forms a xatroid basis family. We summarize the technique in the 
following lemma. 
Ec . If (3.1.1) anuA (3.1.2 j hdd, and if in a&&ion we can show that 
Axiom A (accessibility) hnldr for all X and Y in O(G:(E), Gz(E)) with X s Y, 
then O(G, , G2) is an exchange system. 
tivated by matroid theory, we define an operation called deletion. Given a 
~;tt~“.5d G(Z) = (E, 9j and A g E, the deletion of A, G - A, is the set system: 
G-A:={F-A:FE~}=G[E’]:={FPIE’:FE~}, 
where E’ = E -A. (3.2) 
This operation, for greedoids was introduced in [P3] where it is called the trace. 
For matroids, the restriction G(E’) and the deletion GEE’] give the same 
matroid. However, for any other greedoid, these operations are not the same for 
a non-feasible subset of a basis, and, in fact, unlike restriction, the deletion 
operation does not always give a greedoid. Example S4 (in Section 2.9j is a 
greedoid, but if we &Sete clement a (Le., E’ = (6, C, d}), we get the non- 
greedoid: 9, {b), {c}, ic, d}. As was shown in [13], eletion in a convex 
geometry always gives a convex geometry (see Section 4.2). 
struction relate to (singie-element) deletion is parallel completio 
G*a:={F:FEGorFUaEG}. ( 3) 3. 
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otivated thusly, we define the union of two set systeims G = (E,, S$) and 
H = (&, S2) by the feasible sets 
(3 4) . 
Since convex geometries are closed under union, the union of convex 
geometries i still a co ds in general, G v 
necessarily a greedoid. , (a) by C,. In S4 v 
have feasible sets {a, b} and {a, C, d), but do not have either {a, b, c} or 
f course, if El and E2 are disjoint; the union j 2: kzMries efie &ec~ 
of two greedoids which is easily %f* .* ’ _ ti , c&J ‘ri_ 
Y% T.W siaie our first theorem. 
.5. Let G(E) be a gmedoid with a E E (perhaps as a loop). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(I) a-Augmematim holds in G, 
(2) (G v G,)(E) is a greedoid, 
(3) (G *a)(E) is a greedoid, 
(4) G - a i& a greedoid. 
must show greedoid augmentation ( 3) for X and Y feasible 
in G v G, whenever 1x1 < jYj. This easily follows either by greedoid augmenta- 
tion in 6, or by adding a E Y - X, unless we have the case: a E X, Y = Y’ U a 
Y’ feasible in G, and 1x1 = (Y’/. But here a-augmentation guarantees that 
a U y or X U y is feasible in G for y E Y - X, and in either case X U y is 
feasible in G v G,. 
(2) * (3) Note that if F is feasible in G + G, then 1F U a is feasible in G v <Ia; 
while, on the other hand, if F is feasible in G v 6,, then F - a is feasible in G *a. 
IYI for X, YEG*a. If jXUal<lY a], then we can augment 
and obtain an augmentation of in G *a (deleting a if 
X, in which case either X U a is feasible in G 
so ?hat we can augment X by a; or X is feasible, and we can 
ugmentation in G * a. 
a)( E - a) (and restriction always yields a greedoid). 
be feasible in G(E) with I&j = 141 and a E fi - 4. Then, 
are feasible in G - a. Since I FI - al C IF& we have that FI - a U .x k 
ce, FI - a Uw or FI Ux is in G(E), and (Aug) 
3.5.2) we hay 
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(P-F)nA= and aE(F-F’)nA, there exists XEF’--F such that either 
F-aUxEG, orFUxEC. 
also have the following coroiiary: 
. The following are equivalent for a greedoid G(E): 
(1) G(E) is an exchange system, 
(2) G(E) v G, is a greedoid for alla E E, 
(3) G *a is a greedoid for ai1 a E E, 
(4) G - = a is a greedoid for all a E E. 
have noted that many of the co ions we have co ot result 
reedoid (,nai;sr less yield a gre cf title same type). We now state a 
theorem for two constructions on exchange systems. 
. If G(EJ and W(E ) 2 are exchange systems on El, E2 respectively, 
with E = El U E2 and E’ c E, then the following are exchange systems: 
(1) G[E’]P 
(2) (G v W(E)* 
(1) We first show that members of B((G[E’]j(E”))[E”‘] are equicardinal 
for all E”c E’s E’, which is (EX2) for G[R”]. But !4B((G[E’])(En))[E 
B(G(E“ u (E - E’)))[E”], and the latter family has equicardinai bases by ( 
applied to G. To show accessibility, let E - E’ = (x, , x2, . . . , x,). Let GO := 6, 
and let Gf(Ei) := Gi_I[Ei-l -xi]= y induction, we assume Gi_1 is an exchange 
system in which case Gi is a greedoid by Corollary 3.6(4) and thus satisfies (A). 
NOW, by the above, Gi also satisfies (EX2) and we are done since C, = GEE’]. 
To prove (2) we first show accessibility. Consider G(E,) and H(E2) as 
exchange systems on E - El U E2. Given AI, BI E G(E) and A2, B2 E H(E) such 
that La& U A2 s I’$ U B2. We must show there exists a sequence of sets Al U A2, 
Al cj A2 U {xl), AzuA2u{x,,x2}, . . . ,A1UA2U{x~,x2,. . e ,xk}=BIU& 
with Al UA2 iJ {x,, .x2, . . _ 9 Xi) feasible in the u 
crality, we can assume that B1 and 
must show- that we can a 
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The proof that we have basis exchange in the union follows from the fact that 
for an exchange system the maximal feasible sets form the bases of a matroid. Let 
c E. as been shown (e.g. [2lj) that for all E’ c E that 
(E’) (E ‘) for two matroids MI and M2. Et is sim 
(G v H)(E’) = G(E’) v H(E’). ble sets, FI U & of the union 
are the union of maximal feasib (merely augm 
restriction G(& U 4) and similarly for 4). Since B(G(E’)) and 9 
bases of a matroid, %I(( G v H)(E ‘)) form the bases of a matroid. Thus 
(G v H)(E) is an exchange system by (3.1). 0 
* A minor of an exchange system G is any combinatiost of the 
operations: contraction (by a feasible set), deletion, and restriction. 
.L Let G be an exchange system with disjoint (possibly empty) 
subsets El, E2, E3 E E and with El feasible in G. Then, the minor ((G/E,) - Ez)\ 
E3 is the exchange system on the groundset E - (E; U E2 U E3) with feasible 
subsets 9= (F: F UA E 6, El c A c El U E2 j. Further, the same family 9 results 
when the three operations are permuted in any order (e.g., E2 may be deleted 
before El is contracted), or when each Ei is partitioned into subsets Eij and the 
minor computed on this refinement (as long as E,j is feasible whenever it is 
Contra&d j _ 
e illustrate the use of minors by characterizing two classes of exchange 
systems: matroids and convex geometries. The routine proof is left to the reader. 
(E) be an exchange system (or, indeed, a greedoid). 
[E’ j for all E’ E E. Further, 
(E) ti a convex geom - F for all fegib!e F. 
A special case of union is series connection for disjoint sets El and E2: 
S( 1 Up). H(E,Up)) := G(E1 Up) v H(& Up). (3.10) 
ere we usually assume ) is feasible in at least one of 
connection is the set syst onE= 
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is feasible in at least one of G and H, is the parallel connection: 
P(G,H):={F,U&F,EGandF,UpEH,);;UpEG 
and F2 E orF1kJpECandF2UpEH} 
:~{F~~F*~p:~~pEG,F2~pE (3.12) 
If he exchange systems G(El Up) and H(Ez Up) are as above, 
an c xhange system. 
f. First, we she :V accessibilitv. Let X, X’ be feasible in P(G, H) with X c X’ 
and IXi C iX’( - 1. Yhen, X is of the form F1 U & OP PI u & -p with PI E 6, 
&EH. Define &z&p. Si r definitions apply to X’, FI, and E,!. If 
VEX’-X, thenXi-pEP(G, ), and we are done. If p is in both X and X’, 
theE p is in 4 and Ei, and accessibility in G and H easily gives it in P(G, If). h?aw 
suppose p is in neither X nor X’. Then for some i, 141 c IF; 
(unless I$=elzJp for i= 1, 2 in which case X s 4 U Fa 5 X’). 
generality, assume i = 1. By greedoid augmentation i  G, we have F1 U x feasible 
in G for some n E F; -6. Ifx=p, wereplacefiabovebyeUpEG(XandX’ 
stay the same), while if x f p, it follows that X s X U x s X’. 
Next we must show that the bases of (P(G, H))(E’) are Le bases of a matroid 
for all E’ c E. Pf p is in E’, there are no maxim sets in (P(G, H))(E’) of the 
form (*) F,Ub", where F,UpeG and F21zJp~ (since F1 U F2 111 p would be 
maximal in this case). Thus, when the construction of P = P(G, hi) is gken as in 
(3.12), then the construction 0% of B(P) follows the same rules (but omitting the 
case (*) above) with each F;- (or e Up) being a basis of its respective matroid. 
Further, 0B was shown to be a matroid operator (for the matroid parallel 
connection ii@, R j j in [2, Proposition 6.61, so we are done by (3.1). If p is not 
in E’, let E”= E’ Up, and assume p is an isthmus of G(E”) and 
B((P(G, H))(E’)) = 9(G[E’]) CB B(H[E’]) (a direct sum) and 
Otherwise, B((P(G, H)(E’)) = B((P(G, N))(E”))(E’) (i.e., those bases of 
P(E”) : = (P(G, H))[-!T”) hot containing p -which form a matroid basis family). TO 
see this, note that there are no bases of the form FI U F2 in P(E’“) with F1 Up E G 
and F2 Up E H, since if F1 Up is a basis of 6, by basis exchange with a bas’ 
B E G (p $ B), there is some a #p such that FI U a is a basis of G. This, wi 
F. Up E II, gives F, U a kJ F2 E P(G, W) implying F, U F2 is not maxi 
latter case is the only difference betweerz the characterizations in (3.12) and in [2, 
Proposition 6.61.) 
Let G(E&Jp) and 
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P(G, H): 
(1) P(G, Gp) = G*p, 
(2) P- E2= G*p, 
(4) S\p=G\p$H\p, a&S-p=@-p$H-p, 
(5) P/p = G/p d3 
We would have liked G to have been a restriction of P(G, H) (or contraction 
of S(G, H)) as in the matroid case which would have followed by mimicking the 
axioms in [2] for the bases of the matroid parallel connection. This would have 
eliminated requiring sets of the form i;r U F2, where Fl Up E G and F2 tJ p E pi. 
ever, this will not work even for convex geometries (or strong matroid 
ems (Section 4.10)) as seen by G = @, (a), (p j, (a, p}, (a, 6, p), and W = 0, 
{PI, W, iP, 49 iP9 x9 Yh iPJ* Y, 21, where the “matroid” parallel connec- 
tion P’(G, N) does not even give a greedoid since {a, 6, x} and {a, x, y, z} are in 
P’(G, M) but neither {a, 6, x, y } nor {a, 6, x, z) is. 
Extensions of G and H show that the “matroid” parallel connection (as well as 
its series counterpart, S’) does not work even when p is not an isthmus in G or 2% 
rse, if G=G*p andH= p, there is never any problem. 
e and Lovasz have define e k-truncation of a general greedoid i:lil [12]. 
e unordered form of this gives the truncation as 
T(G(E)) := (F E 9: IFI g r(G) - I}. (3.15) 
(Similarly, T”(G), the (r(G) =- an)-truncation i  [12], is the mth iterate of T.) 
this is always a greedoid, Tk(G(E)) is an exchange system for all k only 
if is a matroid basis system. 
other generalizations of matroid truncation can be considered but al::30 do not 
work for the more gener xchange system. e explore some of these and give 
examples of their failure. ere, 99 is the set of bases of 6. 
(3) T,(G(E)):=(F-x;Fd:xeF}. 
atroid basis family with matroid at level i, this definition 
oid T(bIi) at level i - I. 
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does not give u gW:U:.. Q ~=+o~ when G is the schedule greedoid on a three-element 
total order. 
(3) T,(G(E)):=(G:FE~-B}U{F-,Y:FE%,xEF} 
is also not a greedoid for the schedule greedoid G(E) in (1) above. 
lift construction for matroids [2, (4.17)] can also be applied to 
efine: the lift of a set system G(E) with rank function r (where r(X) is 
the size of a basis of X) by 
L(G) ::= {X s E: 1X1- 1 s r(X) s 1X1). (3.16) 
rom (3.4), ‘we see that L(G) = G(E) v GE (where again GE is the rank 1 
greedoid such t-hat for every x E E, {x} is feasible). Thus, L(G) is an exchange 
system whenever G is one (and in addition, by Corollary 3.5.5, L(G) is a 
greedoid whenever G is). 
n of a greedoid G to be a set system E(G) such that 
, to form an erection of G, -;ve must add a new levei to G 
(i.e., E(G) = G U 9(E(G))) such that the greedoid structure is maintained. (In 
general, E(G) can include bases elements which are loops of 6, and so the 
groundset of G must be specified. hen it is not, we use the convention that the 
groundset of E(G) is the set {A:: x E F, F E G}.) 
There is no unique erection of a greedoid; however, tr iSAe is a unique j?ee 
erection of an non-full grzedoid (whose feasible sets. include the feasible sets of 
any erection) 
E,(G) := (F: F E G} CJ ( u~:BE~(G),~EE-B]. (3.17) 
Note that a(EF(G)) =z %J(L(G)). 
The free erection of G, E,(G), is a greedoid if and only if G is. 
Further, EF(G) is an exchange system whenever G is. 
Clearly, G = T(E,(GQ) is a greedoid if E,(G) is. Suppose G is a greedoid 
k. Let F, F’ be in Ep(G) with IF! < IF’I. If IF’1 s k, t 
prove. If IFI = k, then FE S(G), and FUp E E,(G) for 
e lFI<kand IF 
Thus, we can a 
is an exchange system. Since 
it satisfies (A). To prove (EX), i.e., that 98 
atroid basis fa 
a matroid “basis 
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e define the full free erection EF of a greedoid G by 
&(G) : = EXG), (3.19) 
where n = IEl -r(G) and E?(G) = E,(EF-l(G)) (noting that EXG) = G). 
. If G(E) is a greedoid of rank k such that (EX) is satisfied except 
possibly for subseti of rank k, then &(G) is an exchange system. 
roposition 3.18, EF is a greedoid whenever Er-’ is and, thus, EF is a 
greedoid and (A) is satisfied. To show (EX) is satisfied for &, we note that, as in 
thtz proof of ?roposition 3.28, for all E’ gg E, when rG(E’) <r&Z), 
%((&(G))(E’)) = a(G(E’)) and, therefore, is a matroid ba6s family. Other- 
wise, S((&(G))(E’)) = (E’}, which is trivially a basis family. c3 
Crapo has shown that the erections of a (fixed) matroid M are lattice ordered 
where the order is by containment of basis families [7] (and where the trivial 
erection serves as the zero of the lattice). All erections of a greedoid G are 
also lattice ordered, since for two erections El and E2 of G, 
E,(G) u E2(G) := (F: F E E,(G) or F E Et(G)} 
is a greedoid which erects G (greedoid augmentation being trivial in this case) 
and serves as the supremum El v E2 in the lattice of erections where, again, G 
serves as the zero of the lattice. 
One checks, however, that, in general, those erections of an exchange system 
which are also exchange systems are not lattice ordered. Indeed, consider the 
, {a}, {b}, {x) on the set E = {a, b, x, y). One can check that there 
in for the two exchange systems with bases ((a, b}, (a, x}, {b, x}} 
and {{a, x}, (6, x}, (x, y }}, respectively. 
e dual of a matroid (denoted *) can be described in terms of 
complements of bases of M by 
roblems arise for 
e noted that in 
ange systems.4 If the idea of 
IC cz\ is of a set systcn> G y ~~. ~ j, .ae 
:” I’ 1 . (3.21) 
systems occurs in a full exa uality may now be defined for aa 
system by first erecting to a full sy 
Even for full exchange systems, @* is not necessarily a greedoid. 
139 
arbitrary 
The freal 
convex geometry ((4. .l) below) has the dual feasible set {a} which cannot be 
d by {c, &I}. As another example, SS (see Section 2.9) is a self-dual 
which is not an exchange syste Applying axioms ) and (EX) to 
feasible complements gives the following tine charactefizati 
. The dual G* of a set system C is an exchgrge system if and only 
* (A ) G is full and for all X, Y E 9, with X c Y and 1x1~ 1 Y I- 2, there 
e~istsZE~suchthatX~Z~Y_ 
(EX*) For all E’ c E the collection !B*(G(E’)) := {B: 
minimal) form rhe bases of a matroid, 
(We mote that (A*) is the same as (A) except that E E C is demanded instead of 
8 E G.) As we will see, duality plays a strong role for schedule greedoids and 
(weak or strong) matroid systems. 
In summary, many matroid operations such as union, deletion, and series or 
parallel connection, when generalized to greedoids, are mo.z properly addressed 
to the category of exchange systems. Other operations such as tru 
erection are more appropriately thought of BS greedoid operations. 
can think of no reasonable theory of duality for the general greedoid or exchange 
system. 
In this section we explore most of the examples which have appeared in the 
greedoid !iterature [I&16] and identify which of them are exchange systems. 
Occasionally (such 3~ for tree-ear decomposition and chordal graph shelling), we 
give (new) matroid generalizations. 
ote by Corollary 3.6, 
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An obviorls research problem is to characterize hereditary classes by their 
excluded minors (see, e.g. - Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.3.3). 
ee 
nere are interval greedoids (2.4) which are not exchange systems (& being the 
smallest), while we have seen (Section 2.9) that exchange systems do not 
necessarily have the interval property. Further, interval exchange systems do not 
form a hereditary class. One can check that the matroid basis system 
has the 
does 
n 
inte_rval property, whereas 
a a 
not. 
v&z’s survey of interval greedoids, exactly three of their 
classes are exchange systems [15, Fig. I]: convex geometries (Section 4.2), 
undirected branching greedoids (Section 4.8), and matroids (Section 4.10). 
show that there are no others, the reader may check that none of the 
examples below are exchange systems (where we list F and F’ such that neither F 
uor F --x can be augmented by an element in F’). 
4.1. I e TIhe directed branching greed&l [1 I, Example 3.41 
x (=a) (SS: F= (Xi 6). F' = {c, d)) 
Y 
84 
= 
f = (X, dij, ’ = (yi z)) 
x 
Y z 
from G, the truncation to rank 
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‘1) = (FE’) for all 
. In fact, convex geometries are 
e axiom that B(G(E’)) is a sin 
ther characterization w
still another is given in 
convex geometries are 
sition 3.94, we rema 
ion for convex geometries. 
e An exchange system is a convex geometry if an 
ntnin thrE, minnr .IVI -Y.-swl.I ..I” ..Wl.IV, = , 1x1, (y). 
y the above remarks, every minor of a convex geometry is a convex 
geometry which Ml is not. 
Conversely, assume G is not convex and let I;; and F2 be two feasible sets such 
that F1 U F2 is not feasible and IFI] + IF21 is min 
some xeFl and YE& Fi--x and F,-y are 
<F1 -x) U F2, (F2 -y) U Fl and (6;; -x) U (F2 - y). Ipa this case, 
G(4 u W(4;; -W@-Y)h 0 
In Sections 4.347 we expiore some qzciai classes of convex geometries. 
[11, Example 34 
ordered set. Then the schedule greedoid is the system 
whose feasible sets are 
J(P) = {,?: J is a lower order ideal of P}. 
Note that the asse diagram (defined before efinition 2.6) of J(P) is merely 
the usual I-Iasse diagram of the distributive lattice associated with J(P). This is 
pointed out in the following proposition whose proof is essentially that of the 
familiar representation theorem for distributive lattices [19] l 
. The following are equivalent for a set system 
G = J(P), 
G is convex and dual convex (i.e., the dual system (3.22) is a co 
geometry ) , 
G b an accessible system such that for all feasible F an 
FTP 
The ttice jok 
imducibkes E. 
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Note first that any distributive lattice L gives a unique schedule greedoid on E, 
its set of join irreducibles, where x E L is labeled by the set { y : y E E, y G x). ( 
join irreducible in H(C) is identified as an element F E Sk related to exact 
F’ E 9k_l.) Further, this class gives a nice instance of duality, since J* 
is the order Alla1 of ,P (X <y in ,P* =when y 6~ in a-“. Y&D&e 
ak that (2) cannot be weakened: the reai convex geometry 
Cnvx ( 
(see Section 4.4) is dual to the system - p in (4.1) but is not a schedule 
greedoid; whereas we saw in (3.21) that Cnvx(E) in (4.4.1) is a convex geometry 
but its dual is not a greedoid. 
Schedule greedoids are hereditary and restriction hereditary. To see this, note 
that J(P) -x = b(P -x), w ere h P -x is the poset induced from P with x 
removed. Note that when x C y in the poset P, every order ideal containing y 
must also contain X. As a consequence of this, we have the following easy 
proposition: 
P with x, y E P and G = J(P), x < y if and only if 
(x), (x, y ). Furthe?, if x and y are not comparable, 
(x ) *), where P - (x ) * is the poset induced from 
P with the principal order filter (x j * removed: P - (x ) * = { y : y # x }. 
(Schedule greedoids are totally hereditary and seem to bz the class, other than 
matroids themselves, which is best-behaved under matroid-like constructions.) 
en eorem 4.9 of [13] (and its preceeding remarks) characterizing schedule 
weedsids among convex geometries is recast in our language, the following 
i’ded-minor characterization results. 
orte-Lmisz). An ex 
minors isomorphic to 
(x, y}, {x, z}, (VP a {x9 YP z)- 
is a schedule greedoid if 
=(b, {x}, {y}, 
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int-set-shelling [I I, 
$ set Of pints E c R” is defined as the 
ments of all convex sub 
F is feasible, then F Up is feasible when p is an extreme 
co hull of E - 8’. 
is a hereditary class and, in fact, deletion is a natural operation since 
Cnvx(E) -p = Cnvx(E -p). n the other hand, real convex geometries are not 
restriction hereditary. Let 
E= 
a b c c! 
(4.4.1) 
Then, G = Cnvx(E)\b is not a convex geometry since points are convex, and so 
for such systems E, 
(*) E - p is feasible for all p E E. 
But {a, c} is not feasible in G. An important research problem is to find 
additional axioms (such as (*) above) for those convex geometries which are 
“realizable” (a similar question was addressed in [13, p. 230]); An exm-k is - ___ --_-_r:i-_z’, 
(cf. 112, Example 3, p. 226]). FW F& convex geometries (and 
er convexity system such as those in Sectioru 4.5 an, 5 4.61, for all x, y E E, 
the system 8, (x}, { y }, (x, y }. Thus, ming Proposition 4.3.2, ari 
exchange system is Q real convex geometry and a schedule g if and only if 
the sys”?m is a Bookan algebra. (i.e. ) G = J(P) for an an 
In [ll; Example 3.61, rte and Lovasz define two convex geometries 
associated with a tree T. first comes from vertex shelling: GV( T), where a 
feasible subset is the complement of those vertices spanned by a subtree of T. 
The system G,(T) - p can be realized as the shelling of the chordal graph (see 
Section 4.6) formed by the %ar-mesh transformation” of deleting vertex p and 
adding edges joinin_ 9 my pair of its nei@kors. For the tree _ 
T= 
Again, when 
T= 
le (4.4.1) shows that edge shellings do not form a restriction hereditary 
class. 
As an extension of Saction 4.5, we may shell a chordal graph C by simplical 
vertices, resulting in the convex geometry G(C). Again, this class is not 
restriction hereditary as was seen in Section 4.5, since, when C is a forest, the 
shellings coincide. The class is also not hereditary since the system G(C) - v 
cannot be represented by a chordal graph shelling for 
To give some insight into this class, we give a generalization based on the 
underlying matroid theory. The fundamental notion is that of a modular 
lane of a geometric lattice (see [-C] and [2Q]). 
4.6.1. dular systems 
be a geometric lattice with E a collection of its hyperplanes. Then, in the 
modular sy+%em C( ), F z E is feasible if, for some ordering on F = 
{h . . . , I&}, there i multichain 2 = x0 3 hl = xl 3 x2 3 l l l a- xk in L such that 
xj kch that Xi is modular in [O, X~_~] (or, equivalently, is modular in L), and 
_ A hi (so that x,--~ 
s’the 
equals or covers Xi)* Then ’ is another feasible set 
smallest index such that h,f E F’ - F, we that hl A xi’ is modular 
ut then, 
X&+1 := hi’ I\ & = (hi’ I\ &,) I\ & 
ing that {h,, . . . , hk9 hk+i := 
[l4, Section 2] 
Let E be the edges of a graph e distinguished vertex r whose sets 
are subtrees of c which contain r. is an exchange system since )I = 
anning tree of the connected corn onent of E’ containing r), a 
known basis family. 
x 
en C=c 9 G-x=Cnvx( 
r 
-which one quickly checks is not an undirected branching system (hence, the 
system is not hereditary). 
this system [ 11, Example 3.121, (? is a graph with distinguished edge q,. 
Here, E is the edge-set of G - eo, and F is the col&ion of ah g;bsets x of E 
such that X lJ e. is a connected subgraph, and every edge which is in a circuit of 
the subgraph is in some circuit with eo. 
For all E’ s E, a maximal feasible set of ii” (with e. Adjoined) consists of 
the two-connected block Cz of E’ which contains e. (viz. %he set of ali edges in E’ 
tmnt&nd irr c-xmmlp Arcxit N<th eo) a& $ span&g tree of Cl/c2 where Cl is the wVP*CC.r*rlll’l, a.1 -“.a*” “a 
connected component of E’ containing eo, and C& has al1 edges in C2 
contracted to a single vertex. Again, this is a well-known matroid basis family. 
x 
en G= a 
e 
we note that we have the same greedoid as in S&ion 4.8 and, thus, ear 
decomposition is not hereditary. 
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Irr this section, we consider three general families of exchange systems: .A? is the 
family of all matroids, 9’ is the family of all strong matroid systems, and ?V is the 
family of ail (weak) matroid basis ystems (on any ground set). 
e set system S = { B( is a strong matroid system on 
= {fi}, and, for each i > Sj forms the basis family of a nrairoid 
i-l (E) is a strong map image of (410.1) 
The matroid ill,(E) is a strong map image of 
P$ , there exists ) with B’s B, such that 
‘up-q)EB( )}c{q:(BUp-q)E@( 
efer to [2] for more details. 
bipartite matching reedoid and Gaussian elimination greedoid escribed 
are members of 9. 
(matroid) truncation: where CB(-Mi) =
. When. each strong map in S 
ange system consisting ofthe 
nd the containment is certainly strict. 
among greedoids as those satisfying the “simplical 
t every strong map is a wea.k m 
is a strong map, then there is the dual map MT-+ 
id system satisfies (29, and is a matroid asis system. Thus, 
rhaps it is most 
lasses 9, “w; and A via the 
respective matroid rank functions fo A: Q&Y) = rMi+,(E’), for all 
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of the full free erection (3.19) w5ch is then a matroid system, where the newly 
constructed (strong) maps are just truncations. ull strong matroid systems play 
t role, for exam 
is full, its dual is also a full (weak) matroid basis 
system: 
Further, if all maps in are strong, then all ma ence, 
both W and 9’ are dua losed when restricted t
Both the classes 9 and W are also restriction hereditary: For apry subset 
largest index such that E’ contains a basis of 
I>>fco (the map (E’) being strong whenever 
is clearly hereditary. [E’] is the submatroid 
owever, neither 9 nor W is hereditary. Consider the 
ured affinely with loops suppressed and with qi from 
4.10.2 drawn in as a small circle). 
ap 
Note: S is the undirected branching g~eedoid. 
a b 
r 
P 9 c 
owever, S -w = W has (except for MO and ) the following factorization: 
bq 
where neither is strong. Since each level fami 
f we consider S - {p, q} 
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’ is the principal (it BOO WIZ) iruncation of IVi by the flat spanned by 
qi and p, with p and qi subsequently deleted. 
ne easily sees that the feasible sets of size i in S -p are all sets of the 
there is a matroid 
is a strong map if and only if 
and the result follows. 0 
[ll, Example 3.81 
t, in general, an exchange system, 
as shown below. 
NOW c~neid~,r the graph B ii A with added edges (ui, x,$ e associated PEG 
cpenee of vertex eliminations in B where at each stage, a vertex in 
e I @ch a construction 
?.is greedoid is the 
(a) fo?lows from [l 1, 
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since if (x, x ‘) & a bikimplicial ), 
elimin 
the greedoid G/x is a perfect 
greedoid on the graph 
(b) der restriction since if we u 
general bipartite graph with the graph A above and add for p E 
all i, j, edges (p, a,!), (ai, *xi) btain: G(B’) = G[ 
c 
The reader can check the details for the following examples of constructions 
made within the aforementioned classes. 
412.1. Convex geometries 
are convex geometries, so is their union (and, in particular, their 
Assume p is feasible in the convex geometry 6. 
G*p=(G-p)@Gp, and P(G,h’j=(G-p)$( 
(‘hs, if p is also feasibk in _H, P(G, &H) = (G - p) $ (H - p) @ GP. ) 
412.2. Schedule greedoids 
If k? is the schedule greedoid J(P), then 
M*p = J(P’), 
where 6”’ is the poset derived sfrom P by deleting ail the pairs {(p, x): p <x in P} 
from the relationship. Since the direct sum can be made within the class of 
schedule greedoids (using the poset direct sum), Seetion 4.12.1 shows that the 
parallel connection of schedule greedoids G and H is a schedule greedoid. The 
series connection of two schedule greedoids will not, in general, be a schedule 
greedoid since cF(G, ) is the exchtded minor of (4.3.3), where 
412.3. Real convex geometries 
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4.12.4. Undirected branching 
is class if cl and G2 are graphs giving the syste 
with the edge p feasible in bo G, p is incident to the 
G2) is also an undirect system for the graph 
“glued” along the common edge 
t?;sro mntc coincide forming the new root). ___I” WV--- 
_ are matrolds, their union, parallel Gonnection, and series 
connection coincide with the classical constructions. 
e thank the referees for shortening (somewhat) the original version and 
correcting some potentially embarrassing mistakes. 
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